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ELECTIONS should be the storm before the calm. But 2007 and 2010 broke that pattern. Now, pundits say, Tony Abbott's hopes of orderly
government will be spoiled by a fractious Senate. And though the final result remains uncertain, there is a clamour for changes that would make it
more difficult for small parties to win Senate seats through preference deals.

At least on current projections of outcomes, the Coalition's likely problems in the Senate are being overstated. Family First's Bob Day and the Liberal
Democratic Party's David Leyonhjelm are market-oriented reformers.

While somewhat unpredictable, the other new senators also seem closer to the Coalition than to Labor. Unlike the Greens, they are not zealots who convert
conflicts over interests into matters of principle, impeding bargaining.

Moreover, contrary to popular belief, the fact that the fringe is now larger makes its members less powerful, not more. For all of Clive Palmer's claims that
"there's nothing they can do without us", the Coalition, assuming it has 33 Senate seats, will need six of the eight independents to pass legislation. That
should create some scope to play them off against each other, limiting the concessions the Coalition will have to make.

Because of that scope, simple mathematical models suggest the Coalition could be substantially stronger than Labor was after the 2010 election.
Underpinning those models is the intuition that an independent's bargaining power depends on the likelihood of his or her vote being crucial for legislation
to be passed. The greater the extent to which each independent has to compete to be the pivotal voter, the weaker the independents will be.

Two widely used measures that reflect that intuition, the Shapley-Shubik and Banzhaf indices, calculate each party's voting power, taking account of its
own votes and of the distribution of the votes it does not control. Even though the Coalition seems set to hold one less seat in the new Senate than in the
old, the much greater dispersion of the other seats means its voting power nearly doubles on the Shapley-Shubik index, while increasing by only slightly
less than that on the Banzhaf index.

Of course, negotiating with the independents will inflict frustrations and disappointments. And the mere fact that some very small parties got seats has led
to calls for changes to the electoral laws.

In reality, with 23.5 per cent of Senate first-preference votes but only 15 per cent of seats, the independents have not been particularly favoured by the
electoral system. True, preference swaps have allowed candidates with trivially few first preferences to win seats; but that is inherent in a proportional
representation system with preferential voting.

After all, the voters who gave the independents their first preferences chose not to support the major parties; it is absurd to complain that their second, third
or fourth preferences did not flow to those parties either.

And it is hardly objectionable that those preferences could together secure a quota. Indeed, if Gallagher's least square index, a standard measure of the
degree to which an assembly's composition reflects that of votes, suggests a decrease in the Senate's representativeness, that is partly because the
independents have obtained too few seats, not too many.

In practice, the critics' objection seems to be that many of the independents' voters were unaware of how preferences would be distributed. But that is just
as likely to be true of voters for the major parties. And, even were that ignorance a concern, sensible remedies are difficult to find.

Australian voters are not modern Athenians, scrupulously weighing each aspect of their electoral decisions; rather, they are cognitive misers whose
allocation of their scarce time and attention suggests a fine appreciation of opportunity cost. Voting above the line was intended to recognise voters' limited
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interest in politics while reducing the incidence of informal voting.

It succeeded, with informal votes falling from 10 per cent in 1983 to less than 4 per cent in 2010. Yes, above-the-line voting also made preference deals
more important; but it seems strange to argue that voters who trust a party to represent them in the Senate should not be allowed to trust it to allocate their
preferences.

None of that is to say our system is perfect. While democracy thrives on choice, an ever-longer list of parties on the Senate ballot inflicts the costs of added
complexity on all voters. Current registration rules, which are extremely permissive by international standards, do not properly reflect those costs.
Tightening registration rules while introducing optional preferential voting above the line would reduce the incentives to form dummy parties and thus
harvest votes.

But care is needed. Our electoral history is replete with rule changes driven by incumbents' self-interest. Setting a minimum threshold of first-preference
votes, as Bob Brown advocates, is a case in point, as it would further advantage the Greens, who already get a higher share of seats than votes, at the
expense of smaller parties that also compete for protest votes.

It is always a challenge to reconcile electoral outcomes with Aristotle's doctrine of the wisdom of the multitude, which holds that "the many, who are not as
individuals excellent men, nevertheless can, when they come together, be better than the few best people". That challenge is only made greater by the
success of Clive Palmer, with his breathtaking combination of vanity, vindictiveness and venality.

But a country that somehow "cured" its population of the apathy that helps give rise to such outcomes would surely be one in which too many people
believe politics can solve the problems of everyday life. Far better for the Coalition to have to cope with a fractious Senate. Howard showed it can be done;
now Abbott must follow in his footsteps.
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